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Abstract 

Measuring neutron energies is an essential task in fusion research. The time-of-flight (TOF) 

of neutrons moving a known distance can be used to determine these energies. Slower 

neutrons have longer TOFs for fix flight paths. Neutrons are slowed down when they 

backscatter. A prototype backscattered neutron TOF spectrometer is constructed so that 

two detectors D1 and D2 are placed on respective sides of a neutron source. The goal is to 

measure the TOF of neutrons from the source that reach D1 and backscatter and reach D2. 

There can, however, be lots of background events that will look like a false backscattering 

event. Scintillation detectors are used as detectors in the prototype and the neutrons are 

provided by a californium-252 source. Test results from a first prototype show unsatisfying 

time-of-flight spectra that are dominated by a large background peak, indicating that further 

work is required for getting measurement results of time-of-flight of backscattered 

neutrons. Some aspects of improving the results and the prototype are discussed. Test 

results from a second prototype do show satisfying spectra, although further work is needed 

to verify that the difference compared to earlier results is due to backscattered neutrons. 

 

 

 

Sammanfattning 

Uppmätning av neutroners energier är av vikt inom kärnfusionsforskning. Flygtiden för 

neutroner som rör sig en känd sträcka kan användas för att bestämma dessa energier. För 

fixa flygsträckor gäller att långsammare neutroner har längre flygtider. Neutroner saktas ner 

när de bakåtsprids. En flygtidsspektrometerprototyp för bakåtspridda neutroner konstrueras 

så att två detektorer D1 och D2 placeras på respektive sidor om en neutronkälla. Målet är att  

mäta flygtiden för sådana neutroner från källan som når D1, bakåtsprids därifrån och till slut 

nåt D2. Det finns dock utrymme för många slags bakgrundsfenomen som ser ut som 

bakåtspridning men inte är det. Scintillatordetektorer används som prototypens detektorer 

och neutronerna ges av en californium-252 källa. Testresultat visar otillfredsställande 

flygtidsspektra som domineras av en stor bakgrundstopp. Detta indikerar att vidare arbete 

krävs för att få uppmätta flygtider för bakåtspridda neutroner. Vissa förslag för förbättring av 

resultaten och av prototypen diskuteras. Testresultat från en efterföljande prototyp ger 

tillfredsställande spektra. Dock behövs mera arbete med den nya prototypen för att verifiera 

att förändringen i resultaten verkligen beror på bakåtspridda neutroner. 
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1. Introduction 

 

Nuclear fusion is the phenomenon where two atomic nuclei fuse together to form a heavier 

one. The fusion of very light nuclei occurs through reactions that release energy, and 

scientists have long been trying to find a way to commercially use fusion in the same way as 

nuclear fission is used in the energy industry. Nuclear fusion is considered a very promising 

energy solution on Earth. This is because the light nuclei that should be fused together are 

abundant on Earth and because the reactions produce very little nuclear waste [1]. 

 

In Europe, the currently most advanced device for experimental fusion energy research is 

the tokamak JET located in the United Kingdom. In the near future, another large tokamak 

named ITER will be ready for operation at a research site in France. ITER will be much bigger 

and more advanced than JET, and it will make the way for yet another experimental site 

called DEMO. This is a project for the far future, and it has the goal of providing the electric 

grid with electricity produced by the means of fusion reactions for the first time [2,3]. A 

tokamak is a device where magnetic fields are used to keep hot plasma confined to a certain 

toroidal volume. The hot plasma is essential for commercially useful fusion reactions since 

the reactions require a hot environment. One such environment is the Sun, where fusion of 

light nuclei is the main source of energy. In astrophysics this is referred to as “burning” of 

light elements in stars. [4, 5, 6]. 

 

More precisely, the light nuclei that are meant in the context of thermonuclear fusion on 

Earth are those of isotopes of hydrogen and helium. These feature in the following four 

reactions [7]: 

 

 

The released energy in the fusion reactions comes in the form of kinetic energy of the 

outgoing particles, and for two typical reactions the energies of outgoing neutrons have 

been specified in the table above. Deuterium-tritium plasma is one considered chemical 
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environment for near-future fusion experiments at ITER, and it can be seen in the table that 

14 MeV neutrons are one of the reaction products from such reactions. Measuring the 

neutron energies predicted by theory can yield important information about various plasma 

parameters, such as temperature and velocity of fast ions [8, 9]. 

 

Figure 1. A conceptual picture of ITER 

 

Since the neutron isn’t charged, the approach of analysing the trajectories in 

electromagnetic fields will not be applicable for this purpose. Instead the time-of-flight (TOF) 

of neutrons travelling a known distance can be used to determine their energies. At JET 

there are advanced spectrometers for both approaches. In the MPR (Magnetic Proton 

Recoil) spectrometer incoming neutrons knock protons out from a hydrogen-rich target and 

further into the detector, where a magnetic field bends the protons into circular orbits. Each 

proton then ends up impacting on a detector plate which is placed so that distances 

between impact points can be translated into proton energies, and afterwards into neutron 

energies. The kinetic energy of the neutrons is almost entirely transferred to the protons. The 

TOFOR detector on the other hand is a forward scattering neutron TOF spectrometer, where 

incoming neutrons are scattered from a primary detector towards symmetrically placed 

secondary detectors, yielding two time stamp measurements that can be subtracted to 

obtain the TOF. The TOFOR setup has been optimized for TOF spectrometry on the 2.5 MeV 

neutrons (see the table above) from D + D reactions [10, 11].  
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The TOF of neutrons is measured by calculating the time it takes for a neutron to travel 

between two detectors. In other words one calculates the time difference between event A, 

where a neutron gives rise to a signal at the first detector, and event B, where the 

supposedly same neutron generates a signal at the second one. In this way a neutron time-

of-flight spectrum is produced. Spectral subcomponents, e.g. side peaks and merged peaks, 

reveal properties of reaction products. Knowing the (average) time it takes for neutrons to 

travel a certain distance, one also knows their velocity. From the velocity it is straightforward 

to calculate the energy of a neutron. 

 

Apart from forward scattering, which is scattering into directions that differ less than 90° 

from the initial direction, there is also backscattering, which is scattering into the opposite 

directions (i.e. 90° - 180° difference). The purpose of the work that is presented in this thesis 

is to attempt to experimentally verify that a backscattering neutron TOF spectrometer is 

viable by using a prototype lab setup. The defined task and goal is to build a small lab 

prototype of a back scattering TOF spectrometer setup (just a proof of concept) and to run 

tests on it and analyse the results. 

 

In this work, two backscattering TOF spectrometer prototypes will be presented. First, a 

small motivation for why backscattered neutrons are interesting for TOF measurements is 

given. Then the theoretical background of the lab spectrometer prototype will be covered, 

followed by descriptions of both prototypes. Lastly, test results for both prototypes are given 

and discussed upon. 

 

 

2. Background 

 

2.1. Why backscattering? 

The resulting neutron energy in the DT-reaction listed in the table above is 14 MeV. In the 

TOF-measuring TOFOR detector at JET, neutron energies of 14 MeV correspond to a time-of-

flight of about 27 nanoseconds. Turns out that TOF spectra from TOFOR would result in very 

narrow peaks at 27 ns, too narrow for reliable spectroscopic analysis of its subcomponents. 

Hence the resolution of available equipment is unsatisfying. One solution to this problem is 

to increase the TOF of the measured neutrons. While small differences in neutron energies 

cannot be distinguished after merely 27 ns, they will become visible at longer TOFs. The 
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longer the TOFs are the more time there will be for the diversity in energies to play its part in 

forming a broader TOF spectrum. One could get a longer TOF by placing the individual 

detectors further apart. Then it would take a longer time for the neutrons to travel between 

them. This is generally an undesired solution to the problem, since detector complexes 

shouldn’t take up too much space. Instead, a better solution is to slow down the neutrons. 

Slower neutrons automatically have longer times-of-flight for fix flight distances. Neutrons 

are slowed down when they backscatter according to the equation 

 

where θ is the scattering angle, mn is the rest mass of a neutron (1.675 ∙ 10-27 kg) and M is 

the mass of the particle from which the neutron scatters off [1, 12, 13]. It varies from 90° to 

180° for the case of backscattering. Therefore backscattered neutrons are less energetic 

than forward scattered ones. Measuring the TOFs of back scattered neutrons would allow 

for approximating their original energies using the above formula. For example, the 

detectors of TOFOR are plastic scintillators (these will be covered in section 3.3). Neutrons 

will scatter from the nuclear protons of hydrogen in the plastic, so M will be the mass of the 

proton (1.673 ∙ 10-27 kg). For a 2.5 MeV incoming neutron and a scattering angle of 30°, the 

resulting energy of the scattered neutron at TOFOR would be 2.3 MeV. 

 

 

Figure 2. Differential scattering cross-sections of 14 MeV neutrons for deuterium 
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To allow for neutron backscattering, the target particles in the primary plastic scintillators 

would have to be heavier than protons. In a backscattering TOF prototype the plastic 

material of these detectors would therefore be enriched with deuterium. Repeating the 

calculation for a 14.0 MeV incoming neutron at ITER, an almost direct backscattering angle 

of θ = 178° and a target deuteron (with mass 3.344 ∙ 10-27 kg) yields a kinetic energy of 1.55 

MeV for the backscattered neutron. The idea of a backscattering TOF spectrometer is further 

supported by fairly large cross-sections for direct backscattering of neutrons from 

deuterium. Figure 2 shows the differential cross-section for this event as a function of 

scattering angle. It can be seen that the differential cross-section drops at around 90°, but 

rises again towards larger scattering angles. 

 

 

3. Theory 

 

3.1. A theoretical setup 

First, a simple theoretical formulation of the time-of-flight backscattering problem is 

considered (see figure 3). For exact prototype setups, see section 4.2 and 4.3. An active 

neutron source emits neutrons in all direction through radioactive decay. Two detectors D1 

and D2 are placed near the source so that the source is in the middle and the distances to 

the detectors from the source are r1 and r2 respectively. 

 

A solid angle Ω1 is defined as showing the directions to where a neutron can be emitted from 

the source and end up hitting the detector D1. A solid angle Ω2 is defined in a corresponding 

way. A third solid angle Ω3 is defined as showing the directions in which a neutron can 

backscatter from a point on D1 so that it will end up hitting D2 (the definition of Ω3 then 

depends on the point on D1 where the backscattering occurs, so as a first approximation, it 

can be assumed that scattering occurs on the centre of D1). All three solid angles will 

depend on how r1 and r2 are chosen. The following figure shows a principal picture of the 

case. 
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Figure 3. A theoretical prototype setup. 

 

 When performing measurements on such a setup, the aim is to find coincidences, i.e. pairs 

of subsequent and to each other corresponding events at the respective detectors. The goal 

is to measure the time-of-flight of neutrons from the source S that first reach the detector 

D1 (and give a signal there) and then backscatter elastically towards D2 (and give a signal 

there too). Therefore only two correlated subsequent neutron collision events at the two 

detectors are of interest. A coincidence is defined as a pair of such neutron collisions, one 

collision at each detector. 

 

Some neutrons will travel from the source to D1 and be detected there. Some neutrons will 

travel from D1 to D2 and be detected there. These two events together are defined as a true 

coincidence. On the other hand, a neutron can travel from the source directly to D2 and be 

detected there almost immediately after another neutron has travelled from the source to 

D1 and been detected there. This combination of two events is called a false coincidence. 

Distinguishing a false coincidence from a true coincidence is not trivial. What one can do is 

to derive a signal-to-background ratio for this theoretical setup and use that as a 

multiplication factor. That is the (estimated) ratio of all coincidences versus false 

coincidences. 

 

The backscattering from D1 has a certain cross-section that depends on the solid angle Ω3. 

This cross-section depends also on the material that D1 is made of. It is the only cross-

section of interest at D1 because an event of backscattering is what counts as a true 
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coincidence. In fact, a neutron hitting a target particle in the detector material is what 

initiates a detection. This is always followed by the neutron scattering away from the target 

particle in some direction. The event of a neutron being detected at D2 also has its own 

cross-section that depends on the material of D2 but no solid angle since the direction of 

scattering from D2 is unimportant. The amount of coincidences (both true and false) will also 

depend on the densities of the detectors and the age of the neutron source since radioactive 

activity decreases over time. 

 

3.2. The neutron source 

Since no fusion product neutrons were available for the testing of a small lab-scale 

prototype, the californium-252 isotope was used as a neutron source in the experiments. Cf-

252 is a synthetic isotope with a half-life of 2.645 years. It is known for being a strong 

neutron source and indeed it is estimated that the isotope can emit on the order of 1012 

neutrons per second per gram. It is used for cancer treatment and for initiating nuclear 

reactions at commercial fission reactors. Nuclear reactors are also where the element is 

commonly produced [14, 15]. 

 

Figure 4. Energy spectrum for neutrons emitted from 252Cf 

 

The isotope has two main decay modes, alpha decay and spontaneous fission. The branching 

ratios for these two decay modes are 96.9 % and 3.1 % respectively. Decay reactions of 

these two decays of 252Cf are the following: 
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The source that was used in this work emitted on the order of 105 neutrons per second and 

the neutron energy was assumed to be 1 MeV. An energy spectrum for neutrons from 252Cf 

is shown below in figure 4. The isotope is also a source of gamma radiation [16,17]. 

 

3.3. Description of equipment 

The most central piece of equipment in this work is the scintillation detector. This consists of 

a transparent scintillator and a photomultiplier tube (PMT). A brief explanation of the 

principles of such a detector is given after figure 4, which illustrates how the device works. 

 

The scintillator at the end of the device is made of a fluorescent material, here plastic. When 

incoming particles collide with atoms of the detector material, their energy will end up 

exciting the electrons of the material. Some of the fluorescent light that is emitted as these 

electrons de-excite back to their original energy levels will reach the edge of the scintillator 

that is connected to the PM-tube’s photocathode through an optical window (see figure 5). 

The photocathode is extremely light sensitive and when the PMT is switched on 

photoelectrons are emitted from the photocathode towards the inner parts of the tube.  

 

Figure 5. An illustration of the scintillation detector and how it works. 

 

The interior of the PMT contains electron multiplier dynodes (indicated in figure 5). When 

switched on, an electric field due to a voltage gradient in the PMT will steer the 

photoelectrons from the photocathode towards the first dynode with energies high enough 

so that each of the incoming electrons can knock out two or more electrons from the 

dynode. Such secondary electrons are then directed by the electric field towards subsequent 

dynodes. The outcome of this process is that for each photoelectron injected into the PMT 
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from the photocathode there will be several orders of magnitude more electrons reaching 

the anode at the opposite end of the tube, resulting in a brief current pulse at the PMT 

output [1]. Figure 6 shows what the scintillators and PMTs actually look like.  

 

 

Figure 6. Four scintillators in the initial testing phase, detecting cosmic muon coincidences. 

 

As hinted above, the scintillators are sensitive to all kinds of incoming particles, not only to 

neutrons. When doing measurements, the environment where the experiment is carried out 

will have to be taken into account. Cosmic background radiation and gamma radiation from 

the 252Cf source will also generate signals at the scintillators. 

  

The material of the scintillators will play an important role in the backscattering TOF 

spectrometer prototype. Neutrons that will collide (elastically) with regular hydrogen atoms 

will not backscatter since the cross-section for a neutron backscattering from a proton is 

negligible. Instead, deuterium should replace regular hydrogen in the scintillator of D1 to 

allow for backscattering. Scintillators enriched with deuterium are called deuterated 

scintillators. The differential cross-sections for neutrons scattering from hydrogen and 

deuterium are given in the graphs of figure 7 as functions of the scattering angle. A zero 

angle corresponds to direct forward scattering and 180° to direct backscattering. The left 

graph in figure 7 shows the same for 2 MeV neutrons as could be seen in figure 2 for 14 MeV 

neutrons. Comparing the two figures shows how energy can affect differential cross-

sections. 
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Figure 7. Differential scattering cross-sections of 2 MeV neutrons for deuterium (left) and 

hydrogen (right) 

 

3.4. Coincidence rates 

Cross-section data can be obtained from [18]. For the three solid angles (Ω1 - Ω3) in figure 3 

above, there exists corresponding total cross-sections (σ1 - σ3) for neutron scattering at the 

corresponding detectors. Knowing the initial energy of the scattering neutrons and that D1 is 

deuterated, it can be obtained that σ1 = 2,4 barn, σ2 = 2,9 barn and σ3 = 9,6 barn. Rates of 

neutron detection can be found through 

 

where Φ is the incident neutron flux and N is the number of target atoms in the detector 

material. This gives the rates for neutron arrival directly from the source at both detectors 

(see figure 3): 

 

where i is 1 or 2 for the detectors respectively, Ai is the area of the detector facing the 

source and Rem is the emission rate of neutrons from the source. The backscattering rate RBS 

at D1 can be calculated similarly by replacing σi with a backscattering cross-section that can 

be obtainable for desired scattering angles by studying the left graph in figure 7. The rate of 

true coincidences is then obtained by (see figure 3) 

 

Simulations of count rates on the detectors were carried out using a varying r1 and a fix r2 

(12 cm) as well as a target atom density of 5,23 ∙ 1022 atoms/cm3 in both detectors and an 

emission rate of 1,36 ∙ 105 s-1. The true coincidence rate was also estimated. The results are 
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plotted in figure 8. Going further from this to calculate the false coincidence rate requires a 

defined time interval into which two events that count as coincidences should fit together. 

 

 

Figure 8. Simulated true coincidence rate (left) and count rates (right) for varying r1 

 

3.5. Time window 

Not all pairs of records from the scintillators would correspond to neutron backscattering 

events. Many data pairs can be excluded based on criteria of data analysis. The time window 

provides such a criterion. The time window is essentially the TOF interval of interest. In 

principle the two interval borders are the maximum TOF of interest and TOF = 0, but here 

the time window is chosen as [-50 ns, 50 ns], fifty nanoseconds being the maximum TOF of 

interest.  

 

Figure 9. A conceptual illustration of the time window (here being -100 to 100 ns) 

 

Any pairs of records that fit into the time window are counted as coincidences. All other 

record pairs can be ignored. For each event at the secondary detector D2, all events that 

were recorded at D1 100 ns before or 100 ns after that one or at any time in between will be 

paired together with the event at D2 as a coincidence. At this point false coincidences are 
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not distinguished from true coincidences. Figure 9 illustrates the idea of the pairing. The 

recorded time at D1 will be subtracted from the recorded time at D2 to form the recorded 

TOF. The reason why TOF = 100 ns was chosen as the maximum TOF of interest lies in the 

goal of the prototype, which is to provide TOF data of the order of 10-8 seconds. Detecting 

larger TOFs (≥ 10-7 seconds) would only encourage building a smaller prototype with shorter 

distances between detectors. Any time delays will have to be taken into account when 

calculating the TOF. 

  

An algorithm for checking the time window of each record from D2 was implemented in the 

computational software MATLAB. The same algorithm also performs the pairing with records 

from D1 in the time window for each D2 record and the exclusion of all irrelevant data pairs. 

All other computational implementations in this work were also done in MATLAB. 

 

3.6. Energy window 

While the time window allows for drastically reducing the amount of data pairs that can be 

regarded as coincidences, the corresponding implementation will still leave a lot of false 

coincidences non-excluded. The next constraint on the data pairs is provided by the energy 

window. Knowing the recorded TOF corresponding to a pair of records and knowing (or at 

least assuming) the initial energies of a neutrons that were just emitted from the source 

allow for estimating the energy deposits of the neutrons on the detectors. These energy 

deposits are measured by the detectors as charge deposits from which it is possible to 

calculate the energies by doing an energy calibration of the experimental setup. Physically 

they correspond to the recoil energies of particles of the detector material after collisions 

with incoming neutrons. 

 

The energy window makes it possible to further exclude irrelevant data. The dimensions of 

the prototype are known, and thus all the possible backscattering angles in which 

backscattering can occur. Together with sufficient information about the source, this angle 

allows for determining an upper and lower limit for the deuterium recoil energy in D1. We 

call this recoil energy Erd (“rd” for recoil of deuteron). These limits automatically lead to an 

upper and a lower limit to the energies of the backscattered neutrons. The data peaks from 

D1 reveal Erd and the peaks from D2 reveal a corresponding recoil energy that will be called 

Erp (“rp” for recoil of proton). 
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The kinetic energy of neutrons emitted from the 252Cf source is roughly 1 MeV. This gives the 

velocity through 

 

since the neutron isn’t a relativistic particle at these energies, and it can then be used for 

finding the centre-of-mass velocity of the system consisting of the backscattering neutron 

and the target deuterium atom in the scintillator. This is given by 

 

The reason for the expression being so simple is that the target particle starts at rest in the 

lab frame. The speed of the recoiling deuterium atom is then given by 

 

where ϕ is the angle between the centre-of-mass velocity and the velocity of the recoiling 

particle. Finally the energy follows from 

 

The limits are then obtained by doing the calculation with the above formulas for the largest 

and the smallest angles, and the energy window can be enlarged with a factor corresponding 

to a chosen uncertainty tolerance [19]. Here errors can be made in measurements of both 

the angles and the energies. 

 

As for the recoil of protons in the D2 scintillators, the recoil energies should be about the 

same as the energies of incoming neutrons (assuming head-on collisions). For neutron-

proton collisions the cross-section for backscattering is zero, since both particles have 

roughly the same mass. The elastic collisions between incoming neutrons and protons at rest 

will be like the case with two billiard balls, i.e. the kinetic energy of the incoming object is 

completely transferred to the other one. It should therefore be straightforward to calculate 

Erp from the TOF. Indeed, the equations that the time-of-flight of a true coincidence should 

fulfil are the following: 
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where d is the flight path of the neutrons. The equations can be combined into an 

expression of the initial neutron energy: 

 

 

 

4. Experimental 

 

The neutron backscattering TOF spectrometer prototype was built using four scintillators 

with their respective PM-tubes. The performance of the prototype was tested with an 

electronic scintillation counter setup that will be explained in more detail below. Two 

prototype setups were built and tested in this work, both of which will be presented here. 

The experiments usually suffered from a long duration, because a large amount of data, with 

relatively low rate, had to be taken in order to get good statistics for the results. The 

prototype as a whole was placed in a “dark box” in order to prevent external light sources 

from affecting the measurements or potentially destroying the light sensitive (when 

switched on) PM-tubes. The box with the prototype inside is shown in figure 10. 

 

 

 

Figure 10. The dark box containing the spectrometer prototype 
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4.1. Data analysis equipment 

Before it was time to build the prototype, all the equipment required for the setup was 

tested. The functioning of the scintillators and PM-tubes was initially tested by taking 

records from detection of cosmic muons while having no neutron source present. To this 

end, each PM-tube was further connected to a voltage source and to a multichannel 

analyser. The electronics setup was kept this way throughout the experiments and so the 

electronics of the TOF backscattering prototype can be explained by figure 11. The figure 

shows a general scintillation counter setup with one PM-tube. Later, when multiple PM-

tubes were used in the prototype, they were all connected to the same data acquisition 

system. 

 

  

Figure 11. An overview of the electronics used in the TOF spectrometer prototype. 

 

The system that was used for data acquisition was the ADQ412 digitizer by SP Devices, which 

is shown in figure 12. When first attempting to measure coincidences with cosmic muons (all 

coincidences being false ones, of course), a coincidence circuit was also used as a 

complement to the data analyser (see figure 12). 
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Figure 12. Left: The data acquisition device with input channel cables coming from the box. 

Right: Settings module for the PM-tubes together with a coincidence circuit. 

 

4.2. The first prototype 

Requirements of the prototype would be to follow the theoretical setup of figure 3 as much 

as possible and to provide easy enough calculations of the signal-to-background ratio so that 

conclusions can be drawn without too complicated data-analytical efforts. And of course it 

should provide the possibility to actually measure the desired TOFs and by no means block 

backscattered neutrons from reaching D2. The three main parts of the prototype will be 

discussed in the following: D1, D2 and the source S. 

  

The primary detector D1 was deuterated to allow for a higher backscattering cross-section. 

The direction of the scattering from D2 plays no role in the experiment, so all the non-

deuterated scintillators were used for D2. It was decided to make a joint D2 out of three 

scintillators. If these would be placed in a symmetrical shape with respect to the neutron 

source (red X in figure 13 below), then all three would be indistinguishable as long as they 

are the same size and have no defects. Thus the scintillators were placed so that they 

formed a triangle with the source and D1 both located somewhere on the triangle’s central 

axis. In accordance with the theoretical setup displayed in figure 3, the source was placed in 

between D1 and D2. The prototype was built vertically as shown below. 
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Figure 13. A principal picture of the backscattering TOF spectrometer prototype 

 

 

Once assembled, the prototype looked like what is shown in figure 14. The most relevant 

equipment is indicated in the figure and the brown background in the photograph is the 

walls of the dark box. The scintillators of the D2 triangle were placed on the box floor. A 

tripod was used to keep D1 straight above the centre of the triangle. 

 

 

Figure 14. A picture of the prototype with all relevant components indicated 

 

The source would later be symmetrically placed between D1 and the centre of the triangle, 

but no source is shown in the figure. High voltage was supplied to the photomultiplier tubes 

through the box walls. All four PMTs were coupled to their respective output channel, also 

through the walls of the box. Lead blocks can be seen on the left and bottom of the picture. 
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The dimensions of the prototype are the following. The shortest distance between D1 and 

D2 (as measured from the centre of D1) is 15 cm. The source is placed 3 cm under D1 and 

11.5 cm above the triangle’s plane. The shortest distance from D2 to the centre of the 

triangle is thus 4 cm. For these distances the cosine theorem gives a scattering angle of 165°. 

Figure 15 shows the finished prototype from different angles. 

 

 

 

 

Figure 15. The first prototype as seen from different angles 
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4.3. The second prototype 

An alternative prototype was created in a way that the scattering angles were brought closer 

to 90°, which provided space for lead shielding between the source and D2. A principal 

picture of the new prototype can be seen in figure 16. 

 

Figure 16. Principal picture of the new prototype 

 

Lead bricks were used to build a platform for the source so that the lead would completely 

block the line of sight from the source (the yellow circle in figure 16) to the secondary 

scintillators, one of which was placed on each side of the platform. D1 was placed above the 

source so that the scattering angles for true coincidence neutrons would be roughly 100°. 

 

Figure 17. Photography of the new prototype. 

 

It was chosen to have two secondary detectors; one close to the platform so that the line of 

sight from D1 would barely not be blocked by the lead platform (D2’), and one further away 

(D2’’). 
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5. Results 

 

5.1. Results for the first prototype 

The results for the first prototype are displayed in the graphs in three subplots. The upper 

right subplot shows the TOF spectrum, i.e. number of counts per recorded TOF. The lower 

right subplot shows the spectrum of the recorded charge (corresponding to Erd or Erp 

respectively) at the collision with the incoming particle. At this point it should be stated that 

the data plotted in figures 18 – 20 have not been discriminated using the energy cut 

technique described in the theory section. The left subplot is the combination of the middle 

and lower subplots (in colours). Yellow is for high peaks, green is for medium and blue is for 

background. The spectra have been plotted for each D2-scintillator separately. The 

scintillators have been named D2’, D2’’ and D2’’’ just like in figure 13. It is not relevant which 

is which. 

 

Additional measurements were made with the deuterated D1-scintillator changed to a 

regular, non-deuterated one. Some results from these so called background measurements 

are shown in figure 21. All other background graphs look pretty much the same. Energy cuts 

on the test results and background yield figure 23. 

 

 

Figure 18. Spectra for charge measured at D1 and for TOF measured between D1 and D2’ 
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Figure 19. Spectra for charge measured at D2’’ and for TOF measured between D1 and D2’’ 

 

 

 

Figure 20. Spectra for charge measured at D1 and for TOF measured between D1 and D2’’’ 
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Figure 21. Charge measured at D2’’’ and TOF measured between non-deuterated D1 & D2’’’ 

 

 

Figure 22. Normalized TOF spectra with energy cuts up to the charges indicated above the 

respective graphs and compared with background. 
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5.2. Results for the second prototype 

The two-dimensional charge- and TOF histograms from first runs with the second prototype 

are shown in figure 23. “Long distance” and “short distance” refer to distances from the 

secondary scintillators to D1. Figure 24 shows the final TOF spectra that will be presented in 

this thesis. The two TOF spectra shown in the figure correspond to the TOF part of figure 23, 

i.e. both figures show results from the same measurement. 

 

 

Figure 23. Charge and TOF measured with the new prototype for two flight paths lengths 

 

 

6. Discussion 

 

The source, being both a strong neutron source as well as a strong gamma source, gave rise 

to very a big gamma background peak in the TOF spectra. As for the results from the first 

prototype, not much else can be seen, so either any spectral features due to true back-

scattered neutron coincidences are buried under the background peak or they don’t exist 

(i.e. aren’t distinguishable from signal noise). For the sake of aiding in finding hidden neutron 

peaks under the large gamma peak, the background measurements were carried out. These 

measurements should only yield background results, including false neutron backscattering 

coincidences. The background graphs do unfortunately resemble the previous ones too 

much, indicating that a very big amount of recorded events are just due to background. 
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The neutron TOF spectrometry experiments are constantly disturbed by cosmic muons and 

gamma radiation coming from the 252Cf source. The main peak that is seen in all TOF 

histograms are due to this background and it leaves an uncertainty of to what extent the 

peak also includes contributions from neutrons. It would be preferable if side peaks 

indicating the TOF of backscattered neutrons could be observed in the spectra form the first 

prototype, as is the case for the spectra from the second prototype. Unfortunately this is not 

the case, so conclusions have to be drawn partly by guessing. Conclusions can also be drawn 

based on energy cuts. All four subplots in figure 22 indicate that there is no difference 

between backscattered neutron TOF spectra and background measurements. The spectral 

features from both measurements stay in accordance regardless of the specific cut 

performed. 

 

 

Figure 24. TOF spectra obtained with the new prototype for two flight path lengths 

 

It should be stated that no algorithm for calculating the energy window and using it to 

exclude irrelevant data has yet been implemented. Possibly such an algorithm could greatly 

help in identifying any hidden peaks under the background noise. But using such an 

algorithm would require an energy calibration of the equipment. An energy calibration could 

also shed light on whether the energies of the backscattered neutrons are high enough to 

even trigger a signal in the PM-tubes. Indeed it could be that the proton recoil energies Erp 

are lower than the trigger level determined by the settings on the PM-tubes. Perhaps a liquid 

scintillator could provide better detection of neutrons. Further work will be needed to fully 
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conclude whether any true coincidences could be detected and the time-of-flight of any 

neutrons actually measured with the first prototype. 

 

One way to find a hidden TOF spectrum behind the background peak would be to extend the 

dimensions of the first prototype and thus make the flight paths longer, as was already 

mentioned in the introduction section of this work, and to then repeat all measurements. 

This approach was made but it did not result in any smaller peak separate from the central 

large one. Another approach would be to remove the source from the dark box and only 

take records of cosmic background muons, and compare the results. This would allow for 

calculating a “source-to-background” ratio, i.e. a measure of how many records are due to 

particles emitted from the californium source compared to the total amount of records. In 

any case, more data would be needed for drawing conclusions from the spectra. 

 

The reason why no side features are seen in figures 16 - 18 can also be in the scattering 

angles. The second prototype’s scattering angles of roughly 100° in fact provide considerably 

higher scattering cross-sections for 1-2 MeV neutrons than 165° does, which is evident from 

figure 7. Thus D2 should reach higher true coincidence rates in the second prototype, 

providing that the distance between the source and D1 is chosen well. 

 

In constructing prototype nr 2, the height where D1 is placed is a trade-off matter. Placing it 

closer to the source would allow for higher count rates (due to a larger solid angle from the 

source towards it), but there is a limit on how low it can be placed since the line of sight 

from D1 to D2 should not be blocked by the lead platform. Placing D1 further away from the 

source would change scattering angles and thereby backscattering cross-sections, as well as 

increase flight paths. Placing D2 also becomes a trade-off matter since longer flight paths 

reduce count rate but increase TOF (making it resolvable from any central background peak 

in the spectra). Therefore it was chosen to have two secondary detectors as explained in the 

experimental section of this work, to allow for two different measurements. 

 

In the test result spectra obtained with the second prototype, there are clear spectral 

features that aren’t part of the big central peak. In both histograms there are clearly features 

from records with times-of-flight between 10 ns and 30 ns. In the case with the longer 

distance between detectors (the left spectrum in figure 23) one could even say that there is 

a separate but very broad peak approximately 20 ns to the right of the central background 

peak, which in turn should once again be due to background. 
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Backscattered neutrons are a plausible cause of the spectral features to the right of the main 

central peak. Calculating the TOF based on formulas presented in the theory section predicts 

backscattered neutron TOFs of around 15 ns for the shorter flight path and around 25 ns for 

the longer one. This can be compared to the TOF spectra in figure 24. In the TOF spectra in 

figure 24 the spectral features to the right of the central peaks are even clearer. The TOF-

values of the features are roughly the same as predicted values, which suggests that the new 

features could very well be due to backscattered neutrons. 

 

The final results show that using lead shielding in the prototype was of big help. If the 

spectral features from the tests on the second prototype would be due to backscattered 

neutrons, then it could also be the result of more favourable backscattering cross-sections 

for the angles and dimensions chosen. In addition to this, for the smaller scattering angles of 

the second prototype, neutrons will have more energy left after the deuteron collisions in 

D1, which results in higher Erd-energies at the secondary scintillators. All this will facilitate 

detection of backscattered neutrons at D2. 

 

Although it would seem that the experiments with the second prototype yielded 

backscattered neutron TOF spectra, it still remains to do background measurements on the 

setup. Thus there is no firm certainty yet on whether the new spectral features to the right 

of the main central peaks could still be due to unexpected background events. 

 

 

Figure 25. An alternative setup with a collimated source S and with D2 placed in the middle. 

 

If a collimated neutron source would have been available, then an even better prototype 

could have been created. In a collimated source, the emission of decay particles is blocked in 

all directions but one. This would allow for beaming neutrons straight at D1 instead of 
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having neutrons emitted in all directions, and one could construct a prototype where the 

beam would be directed through a hole in D2 (figure 25). In other words, this would result in 

an effective solution where D2 is placed in the middle and no shielding by the source on 

backscattered neutrons would have to be taken into account. This setup was already 

mentioned in [20] and it reminds of the mechanism of TOFOR at JET [21]. A collimated 

californium source would of course only be of use if the collimator would also block gamma 

photons and not only neutrons.  

 

In figure 25 the detectors have deliberately been drawn as they actually are in the first 

prototype, i.e. a D2 triangle and a single-scintillator D1. The question remains whether a 

collimated 252Cf source could also collimate gammas, or only neutrons. In the latter case D2 

would still be very much exposed to undesired gamma radiation from the source. 

 

 

 

7. Conclusions 

 

The backscattering neutron TOF spectrometer prototype that was first constructed does not 

provide information about the time-of-flight of backscattered neutrons. Although all the 

equipment used in the prototype and that used for the data acquisition work, the prototype 

and the chosen californium neutron source do not provide an ideal environment for 

detecting neutron record coincidences. Background dominates the generated spectra, 

although a lot of irrelevant data was discarded by using a time window algorithm. 

 

The work done on the first prototype provides a good basis for further work on the subject 

in terms of dimensioning of the prototype and more advanced data analysis. In the making 

of the new prototype many of the outcomes from the first setup were taken into account. 

The new prototype yielded better test results with time-of-flight spectra that clearly showed 

other features than just a central background peak. It is reasonable to believe that these 

new features are due to backscattered neutrons, but it remains to be verified in further 

work. 
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